e. Communal space
The communal space created by potters for meeting, interact with other people and sometimes for relaxing. In Klipoh subvillage there is special space where local people and tourist could interact each other. The space used for communal space is small space in front of house. They put some “linca” traditional bench made of bamboo. They could sit together, talk and eat some meal to tighten the friendship between potters and tourists.

4. Conclusion
At its best, tourism village program in Klipoh village generate the financial resources needed to invest in the rehabilitation of pottery technology and facility especially in case of Klipoh village. Tourism activities can help people generate some money to provide the impetus for artisans/potters to continue their traditional crafts. Tourism can also provide new livelihood opportunities for large numbers of people in Klipoh communities.

Furthermore, tourism village program as supplemental income can contribute to the increase of wellbeing of Klipoh subvillage inhabitants, the reduced poverty and to the development of the village areas. Tourism is increasing the life quality of the inhabitants of the Klipoh subvillage and it reduces the differences between the Klipoh subvillage and other subvillages. It seems important to note that the tourism can not be a dominant sector of the Klipoh subvillage itself however it may be a driver force with the other branches of the regional economy which drive the betterment of the people quality of life.
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